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Here is sole miscellaneous information on Berkeley Street.

Brazilian and Portuguese sections C.I.A. Friedman will report in detail on Crypt observations. P.D. section comprises ten people of whom five are Decoders and clerical and five are linguists bookbreakers of whom two do cryptanalysis. P.D.

No permanent employees. P.D. head of section skill is a botanist who has researched on Portugal and colonies. P.D.

Brazilian largely handled by his wife and one assistant. P.D.

Enterprise started February nineteen forty at which time all continuity had been lost. P.D. as in case of Italian C.I.A.

British have been covering several Portuguese Continental circuits inaccessible to us. C.I.A. I will run over these old Decodes and send you nuggets part way to strong for Clark.

And Corderman from Taylor SQd Peabody. Parnon P.D. an told that since April first, they have been sending us all Portuguese XSP traffic C.I.A. But not Portuguese Colonial traffic C.I.A.

Which can be read here. P.D. old basic book for all colonial XSP. Variety of keys P.D. an told colonial traffic is lost

Uninteresting but will look it over. P.D. Portuguese military use Playfair at Lisbon and Lourenço Marques C.I.A. still

Suspension at Atlantic Islands C.I.A. Extract read both.

Date completed MAY 27, 1943
Time completed 1600Z
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KINDS PD AT END OF MARCH THIS YEAR THE PORTUGUESE BOUGHT SOME SWEDISH HAGELIN RPT HAGELIN MACHINES AND HAVE THEM AT AIR WAR AND COLOKIAL MINISTRIES CIA SOLT AZORES TRAFFIC II: HAGELIN HAS BEEN OBSERVED PD PORTUGUESE SECURITY POLICE IN AZORES AT PONTA DELGADA ARE USING THE ALPHABET SUBSTITUTION CIA I AL TOLD BRITISH ENS SENT US THE KEYS FOR THIS

AS Nr 4557
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